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scenes that fully embody the openness and tolerance 
of the people on this island.

We appreciate the National Theater & Concert Hall for 
its support and the Taiwanese composers and artists 
who have made this interdisciplinary collaboration 
possible. In this concert, the stage lighting by Teng 
Cheng-Wei, the photographic recording of stories 
around Taiwan by Chen Chang-Chih, and the use of 
paratheater as an innovative artistic form will open up 
a new horizon in contemporary choral art. Also, each 
of the members and administrative staff of the Taipei 
Chamber Signers deserves recognition and apprecia-
tion. Without their efforts and contribution, we would 
not have achieved the various breakthroughs in Music 
Unlimited and set new models for contemporary 
Eastern choral music.

Let us “love Taiwan” together this evening. Let us 
discover all the good things in Taiwan, find the internal 
strength of our life, and uncover the infinite hope for 
the future in the deepest love for this land.

2015 marks the 10th year of the project of Music 
Unlimited. This project started from commissions for 
Taiwanese composers to collaborating with Asian or 
even American composers; it set out from traditional 
presentations of compositional works to achieving 
a major breakthrough in combining technology and 
new media to realize “Void” (2013), an interdisciplin-
ary production based on Eastern metaphysical 
thoughts. Music Unlimited is committed to bringing 
new thinking to contemporary choral music and its 
audience. This project incorporates not only musical 
innovations but artistic creations that interact with 
modern society and culture to open up room for 
reflection and dialogue.

The Taipei Chamber Singers will realize this concept 
again in 2015. This time, we present a contemporary 
choral paratheater “Music Unlimited 8: I Love Taiwan” 
for our homeland. With a day in Taiwan as its context, 
this production interconnects different lifestyles and 
leads the audience to experience the rich and beauti-
ful cultural panorama of this island. “I Love Taiwan” is 
a grand, poetic production that captures the cultural 
terrain of Taiwan. Its significance is manifested not 
only in the convergence of diverse artistic forms but 
also in the incorporation of contemporary cultural 



Founded in 1992, Taipei Chamber Singers has won fifteen international awards 
and become one of the top vocal groups in Asia. International renowned con-
ductors like Gunther THEURING, Peter PHILLIPS, YAN Liang-kun, Paul TRAVERT, 
Bob CHILCOTT and Frieder BERNIUS, with whom TCS has cooperated, have 
always given TCS credit for its excellent vocal performance. 

Taipei Chamber Singers (TCS) has been dedicated to modern choral music 
with an advanced vision in recent years. In 2006, TCS launched the “Music 
Unlimited Program” and have now cooperated with fourteen outstanding 
Chinese composers from Taiwan, Hong Kong, China and Malaysia. By striking 
up conversations between new thinking and new voice, this program signifies 
a new trend of Oriental choral music in the 21st century. A visionary music 
platform is built for modern choral arts through commissions, premieres, and 
publication of scores and video/audio products.

TCS’s exquisite representation of modern music has been internationally recog-
nized. From 2007 to 2012, TCS has been invited to perform modern choral music 
in several major music festivals—where TCS opens up opportunities to present 
the commissioned works and extend their international influence. In the future, 
the “Music Unlimited Program” will continue to perform in major international 
music festivals, circulate its publications to raise the commissioned works’ 
international visibility and voice the modern oriental aesthetics and viewpoints 
to the world.

Taipei Chamber Singers

PROFILES



2015  Designated choir for performing 

contemporary music compositions 

in the ISCM-Musicarama 2015, Hong 

Kong

2014  “Music Unlimited VII – TCS Commis-

sioned Choral Works World Premiere” 

nominated in the 4th season for the 

13th Taishin Arts Award

2013  INew-media and choral production 

“Music Unl imi ted VI—Void,” co-

produced by TCS and National Theater 

and Concert Hall, has been selected 

as one of the top fifteen works of the 

12th Taishin Arts Award in 2013

2013  International Choir Festival 22nd La 

Fabbrica del Canto

2012  Polyfollia 5th World Showcase and 

Marketplace for Choral Singing

2011  Performed at ACL Conference and 

Festival,Taiwan

The Pride of  Taiwan,  

Taipei Chamber Singers

2010  Winner of Best Vocal Performance 

in Trad i t iona l and Ar t is t ic Music 

Category at the 21st Golden Melody 

Awards for the record

2008  Performed at The 8th World Sympo-

sium on Choral Music Denmark

2007  Performed at ISCM-ACL World Music 

Days, Hong Kong

2006  22nd Bela Bartok International Choir  

Competition, won the 1st in chamber 

choir group and the Grand Prix.

2005  International Johannes Brahms Choir  

Competition, won the Gold Medal in 

both Chamber and Folk Group

2001  Awarded the second prize in both 

chamber and folk at International 

Music Festival at Cantonigrò



Music Unlimited Program, started by Taipei Chamber 

Singer in 2006, aims to promote the Eastern-oriented 

contemporary vocal art, having collaborated with a group 

of excellent composers from Taiwan, Malaysia, Hong Kong, 

the United States, Shanghai and Beijing and releasing more 

than forty commissioned contemporary pieces until today. 

Meanwhile, based on substructures of “premiering debut”, 

“related publication” and “workshops”, the program keeps 

expanding, striving to build a stage with advanced vision that 

is exclusive for contemporary Eastern vocal music. 

Over the years, Music Unlimited reconstructs the traditional 

cultural essence and gives the tradition a new meaning and 

appearance rooted in Oriental visions, continuing to create 

the new thinking and language of contemporary Eastern 

sound. In the globalized world, it establishes a unique value 

of eastern vocal art. Its advanced vision and Taipei Chamber 

Singers’ accurate interpretation of contemporary works are 

internationally highly praised. This flourishing creativity is 

also spreading through a string of performances invited by 

international vocal art events. 

During 2007 to 2013, TCS has been invited to internationally 

high-lighted occasions like ISCM-ACL World Music Days 

in Hong Kong, the 8th World Symposium on Choral Music 

in Denmark, and ACL Conference and Festival in Taiwan, 

and ISCM Musicarama in Hong Kong as a commissioned 

performer, and also invited to France and Italy for tour 

performances. TCS has surprised the world with outstanding 

cultivation of contemporary music, and dedicates to 

creating opportunities for releasing commissioned chorus 

works, increasing the international visibility and influence of 

contemporary eastern vocal art. 

Back in Taiwan, Taipei Chamber Singers also joined hands 

with other representative art groups in popularizing con-

temporary music. TCS was not only twice designated as the 

performer for finalists in National Concert Hall’s composition 

competition, but also invited by Asian Composers League 

to present debut works of native composers. At the end of 

2012, Taipei Chamber Singers collaborated with long-devoted 

contemporary percussion group, Forum Music Ensemble, 

in the performance Percussion & Voice, opening a dynamic 

dialogue in a varied music context with fantastic sparks and 

boldly portrayed a brand new look for contemporary music.

Facing the artistic dynamic of the new era, Taipei Chamber 

Singers continues to expand the Oriental sophistication 

and artistic dimension of Music Unlimited. In 2013, TCS 

experimented with the cross-over collaboration of vocals 

Music Unlimited



and digital media for the very first time. Under the theme 

Void of “Zen” in Eastern philosophy, Taipei Chamber Singers 

invited DXART Center for Digital Arts and Experimental 

Media from University of Washington, Seattle and worked 

with theater creative minds and composers from native and 

overseas to initiate an epic conversation where the East 

meets the West and audio meets visual with no boundary. In 

the future, Music Unlimited will continue to break through 

and open up new patterns for Eastern choir. In addition to 

expanding the scale of commissioned works, connecting the 

views of Asian composers and propelling the discussion on 

contemporary positioning of Asian culture, Taipei Chamber 

Singers hopes to inspire many more impacts between vocal 

and other forms of art, thus creating new voice and life in the 

unlimited fusion of cross-over collaborations. The production 

of Void was selected as one of the top fifteen outstanding art 

productions in the twelfth Taishin Arts Award. 

In 2014, Music Unlimited stretched out into a new dimension 

by hosting an unprecedented international Contemporary 

Chorus Music Workshop. We invited composers to open 

forums and share views on how Chinese culture breaks 

through limits and clashes with contemporary points of 

views, and we also make public the rehearsals of composers 

with singers, leading the outside audience into a deeper un-

derstanding of the process of creating contemporary music. 

In 2015, we created the epic choral Para-theater production- I 

Love Taiwan to depict the beauty of our Motherland, employ-

ing diverse art approaches such as vocal music, photography, 

lighting and stage arrangements. The production combines 

our love for the land and altitude in creativity, and it will 

undoubtedly define an entirely different artistic tone and 

direction of issues for Taipei Chamber Singers. 

Looking into the future, Music Unlimited will continue to 

gather thoughts on breaking status quo and creating a 

new outlook for the Oriental sounds. Other than initiating 

international contemporary musical congregations, expand-

ing the size of creative teams in collaborations and promoting 

visibility of commissioned works on an international stage, 

we will carry on with the discussion of modern issues under 

Chinese mother culture and the creation of more idea colli-

sion between vocal and other approaches of art. With new 

life we bring into the Oriental sounds, we aspire to be in the 

lead of the creation of contemporary vocal music.



On My Way 
Around Taiwan
By Chang-Chih CHEN

We live in a community of imagination. Because of 
the convenient location intransportation junction and 
unique development of history, our society of migrants 
embraces diversity in ethnicity and abundance in culture. 
And traveling around Taiwan could be one of the great 
ideas to envision our imagination of the community.

As I traveled to the other side of Taiwan, I discovered that 
the same delicacy, Mi Tai Mu (dry rice noodle), is handled 
differently in the land of rice to the land of fish; that during 
the time of Harvest Festival on the east coast in July 
and August, people in northern, western and southern 
Taiwan were celebrating Ghost Festival; that our island 
locates astride the Tropic of Cancer so one can capture 
the life-cycle of rice fields in a trip from north to south; 
that from zero to four thousand meters above sea level, 
crops and woods vary upon the contour lines like waves... 
In culture and nature, the abundance and diversity of 
motherland Taiwan presented itself completely.

On my journey, I came across an elderly foreign friend 
who was terribly puzzled by the machines whipping 
up splashes in the center of the paddy fields. It sud-
denly occurred to me that the something as common as 
oxygenating vehicles for aquaculture could be a sight 
of wonder in the eyes of a foreigner. He then prompted 
several questions about his following destinations, where 
coincidentally I had not been so I could only answer with 
my imagination of the vast community. I cannot help but 
feel bad that despite the limited size of the island, very 
few people actually took the time to thoroughly visit it.

During one of the train rides I took, there was an el-
derly gentleman sitting next to me. He curiously asked 
why I was taking pictures after having observing me 
along the way. “I am collecting materials for a theater 
production, and I’m on my way to Museum of Prehis-
tory in Taitung,” I replied. He offered me a ride there as 
he handed me his card, and to my utter surprise, it was 
the curator of the museum himself! He welcomed us 
with great hospitality upon our arrival and promptly 
issued a photographer’s license as well as offering 
generous help with the photo shoots during our stay. 
I am immensely grateful for the assistance from 
everywhere during my journey.

I have already begun collecting images of the land 
and the people since more than a decade ago, and 
it wasn’t until the collaboration invitation from Taipei 
Chamber Singers that I modified my perspective 
adhering to the visual concept. Nonetheless, thanks 
to I Love Taiwan, it has given me an opportunity to 
deepen my understanding of Taiwan as a community. 
To walk a thousand miles beats to read a thousand 
books, yet Taiwan is too bountiful and beautiful a 
place to be captured all at once. Scenes of culture and 
nature have integrated and evolved greatly during the 
decade, fueling the island with everlasting life. With 
heartfelt recommendation, I suggest we all go out and 
visit the lands, merging our thoughts for Taiwan in the 
real world outside our imagination.

Image by Chang-Chih CHEN 
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Music Unlimited  8

I LOVE TAIWAN

Have you ever wondered what your day is like? Have you ever truly 
experienced your day here, in Taiwan? Do you wake up even before the 
sky is bright, waiting to see the new light? 

Do you hear the sound of bustling traffic and thrive among the wak-
ing crowd? Have you noticed the variety in colors and cultures as you 
ride by corners in the city, such as smiling vendors in local markets, 
dancing folks in the parks? 

If you look carefully, do you see the churches and temples quietly bless-
ing the community with chiming bells in the wind? And after a busy 
day, do you gather with colleagues and friends for a late bite and casual 
drinks, in near-by night market, jazz bistro or night club? Late into the 
night, where is your heart longing to go?

This is a poem dedicated to Taiwan.

Music Unlimited 8- I Love Taiwan, annual contemporary 
production of Taipei Chamber Singers, will be based 
off “A Day in Taiwan,” with an invitation extended to a 
number of contemporary composers, photographer 
Chang-Chih CHEN, lighting design Chen Wei TENG, and 
director Yen Wen HUANG for a quest in exploring the 
authentic vitality in contemporary Taiwan.

A day begins with a praise for the glorious sunrise. As 
the day rolls along, repertoires emerge to depict sights 
of our daily lives, from the hustle and bustle in cities, di-
verse and thriving religious communities, fun and lively 
neighborhood activities, to life and nature in and around 
towns. And after a busy and fruitful day, we always long 
for somewhere to come home to, and our love will take 
us back to the warmest place where we belong.

Taipei Chamber Singers has invited a diverse group of 
contemporary composers to join in on the crossover 
Choral Para-theater. Through their profound experiences 
in and observations on life, they have worked not only 
original creativity and various sound effects but also well-
known melodies in popular music and folk songs into 
the brand new pieces. These are to lead the audience 
through an acoustic feast of all-inclusive cultures in 
Taiwan.

Meanwhile, works of photographer Chang-Chi CHEN 
will also come into play. With his bountiful experiences 
working with prestigious contemporary dance groups 
such as Horse and Shu-Yi & Dancers, Chen particularly 
excels in capturing the broadness of motion and break-
ing interpretative l imit of two-dimensional picture 



frames.Through his eyes, when our daily l ives are 
exposed to the gaping lenses, what fleeting ordinary 
triviality will move us?

As moving sounds clash with static images, the sparks 
conjured between artists represent the aspiration of 
Taipei Chamber Singers. We wish to paint this grand 
poetry with not only voices but our everlasting gratitude 
and deepest affections for Motherland, and to prolong 
the love and vitality every Taiwanese has for their home.

Here’s to everyone who cherishes Taiwan, Music Unlim-
ited 8- I Love Taiwan.

Nap
12 - 02 p.m.

Dawn
04 - 06 a.m.

Twilight

Awakening
06 - 08 a.m.

 Waking up

Traffic
08 - 10 a.m.

Taxi! Taxi!

Spectrum
10 - 12 a.m.

Jin-Lung Temple
Stray Birds

Roaming
02 - 04 p.m.

Etus Nate

Calm
04 - 06 p.m.

Upon The River of Light

Alive
06 - 09 p.m.

Let’s have dinner
Islamey

Home
09 - 12 p.m.

So close to home, yet so far


